Appendix of “AutoAD: Movie Description in Context”

We first show the details of the AD collection pipeline (Sec. A) with qualitative text examples (Sec. B). Then we describe additional implementation details (Sec. D) with extra qualitative movie AD examples (Sec. E). Finally, we list the movie IDs used in our MAD-v2 split (Sec. F).

A. Additional Details of the AD Collection Pipeline

A.1. AD Collection Pipeline for MAD-v2 dataset

Collecting movie AD has two main challenges. First, in the audio files (e.g. from AudioVault) the movie AD is fused with the original movie audio, i.e. on the same audio track. The pipeline needs to identify the AD speaker among the movie characters accurately. Second, for the same movie, the audio files from AudioVault is usually not synchronised with the movie from which the MAD visual features were extracted, mainly due to the varied durations of intro and outro of different movie source. Since we rely on the MAD visual features, the synchronisation is an essential step.

The pipeline for our automated data collection pipeline is briefly introduced in main paper Sect. 4. A schematic is shown in Fig. A.1, in detail:

1. We transcribe the mixed audio file using WhisperX [5] which provides accurate punctuated transcriptions with word-level timestamps.
2. The transcript is tokenized into sentences using the nltk python toolbox [11], resulting in transcription sentences and their corresponding temporal segments (inferred the start and end time of the first and last word in the sentence respectively).
3. Each sentence segment is assigned a single speaker identity (e.g. SPEAKER_00, SPEAKER_01, etc.) by performing speaker diarization on the mixed audio, whereby each sentence timestamp is provided as oracle voice activity detection. Specifically, we use SpeechBrain ECAPA-TDNN voice embeddings [24] trained on VoxCeleb [56] and Agglomerative Clustering with a threshold of 0.95.
4. To automatically identify the cluster associated with the AD speaker, we exploit the third-person nature of AD narrations and select the cluster with the lowest proportional occurrence of first- & second-person pronouns, e.g. “I” and “you” with 95 or more speaker segments.
5. To synchronise the segment timestamps with the original audio track from which the MAD visual features were extracted, we follow [79] and calculate the time delay $\tau$ between the original movie audio files and the mixed audio files via FFT cross-correlation. The timestamps of the identified AD segments are shifted according $\tau$ in order to synchronise them to the visual features and subtitles collected in MAD.

A.2. AD Collection Pipeline for AudioVault

The collection pipeline for AudioVault is introduced in paper Sect. 5, we provide more details here. To collect text-only AD annotations from AudioVault, the final synchronisation step is unnecessary. Therefore, we follow steps 1-4 of the MAD denoising pipeline as described above, which takes as input the mixed audio tracks and outputs the ASR with timestamps from the possible AD speaker.

Figure A.1. A schematic of our AD collection pipeline. The pipeline takes the audio file (with mixed AD and movie audio) as input, and automatically outputs the AD in the text form with the corresponding timestamps.
The large-scale collection from AudioVault audio files is noisy, e.g. some ADs are of lower-quality or are sourced from short movies. Therefore, we apply a stricter filtering step that removes movies containing fewer than 100 AD narrations or a word frequency of first- & second-person pronouns larger than 5%.

**A.3. Comparison with MAD-v1**

The key advantages of our pipeline are three-fold: (1) it relies on audio-based speaker separation to identify the AD speaker among the movie characters, whereas the pipeline in the original MAD work [79] relies on text-based speaker separation by using the timestamps from the DVD subtitles and assume any ASR transcription outside of these timestamps is AD. The error is propagated because the official subtitles are non-exhaustive (some dialogue is missed by the official subtitles). (2) It requires only the mixed audio as input, whereas MAD must also source the official DVD subtitles and align them – presenting additional scaling costs and challenges. (3) It uses an advanced ASR model Whisper [66] which gives much more accurate transcriptions than the previous methods, especially on punctuation and the spelling of names and other identities.

**B. Qualitative Examples of MAD-v2 vs MAD-v1.**

More qualitative examples of MAD-v2 and MAD-v1 is shown in Fig. A.2 and A.3. It is clear that our pipeline gives more accurate AD compared to the original MAD-v1, particularly in the spelling of names and the exclusion of dialogues.
Manual Verification With a dead-eyed stare, Chris sits in a cell.
MAD-v1 Bring him back right. with a dead eyed stare, Chris sits in a cell.
MAD-v2 (ours) With a dead-eyed stare, Chris sits in a cell.

Manual Verification Chris puts the rucksack on the floor.
MAD-v1 Chris puts the rock psych on the floor.
MAD-v2 (ours) Chris puts the rucksack on the floor.

Manual Verification Later he sits in a diner with Christopher.
MAD-v1 Later he sits in a <?>.
MAD-v2 (ours) Later he sits in a diner with Christopher.

Manual Verification He comes up the steps.
MAD-v1 He comes up at steps. Can.
MAD-v2 (ours) He comes up with steps.

Manual Verification Chris looks ill as he watches Mr. Frohm's cab pull away.
MAD-v1 Chris looks sailors he watches Mr from cab pull away.
MAD-v2 (ours) Chris looks ill as he watches Mr. Fromi's cab pull away.

Manual Verification An uneasy look flickers across Chris' face as Jay leaves the washroom.
MAD-v1 An uneasy look flickers across Chris's faces. Jail eats the washroom.
MAD-v2 (ours) An uneasy look flickers across Chris' face as Jay leaves the washroom.

Figure A.2. Comparison of the AD quality from MAD-v2 with MAD-v1. The erroneous transcriptions are marked in red text. ‘Manual Verification’ means we manually transcribe the AD narration from the audio track. The sample is originally from The Pursuit of Happyness (2006). The failure mode of MAD-v1 in each example is (a) dialogue leakage, (b) incorrect ASR, (c) missing words, (d) dialogue leakage, (e) incorrect ASR and name spelling, (f) incorrect name spelling.
(a) Manual Verification Sully adjusts his seat harness.
MAD-v1 Sully adjusts his seat harness, I.
MAD-v2 (ours) Sully adjusts his seat harness.

(b) Manual Verification A male passenger looks up from his magazine.
MAD-v1 Oh yeah, a male passenger, looks up from his magazine.
MAD-v2 (ours) A male passenger looks up from his magazine.

(c) Manual Verification Skiles turns to Sully in surprise.
MAD-v1 The hudson skiles turns to sully and surprise i.
MAD-v2 (ours) Skiles turns to Sully in surprise.

(d) Manual Verification A sightseeing helicopter comes into view over the dark waters of the Hudson.
MAD-v1 <?> Sightseeing helicopter comes into view over <?>.
MAD-v2 (ours) A sightseeing helicopter comes into view over the dark waters of the Hudson.

(e) Manual Verification The Manhattan skyline appears just under the wings of Flight 1549.
MAD-v1 The manhattan skyline appears just under the wings of flight fifteen. Forty nine.
MAD-v2 (ours) The Manhattan skyline appears just under the wings of Flight 1549.

(f) Manual Verification Sully sticks out an arm as the jet bellies down onto the river.
MAD-v1 <?> The jet bellies down onto <?>.
MAD-v2 (ours) Sully sticks out an arm as the jet bellies down onto the river.

Figure A.3. (continue) Comparison of the AD quality from MAD-v2 with MAD-v1. The erroneous transcriptions are marked in red text. ‘Manual Verification’ means we manually transcribe the AD narration from the audio track. The sample is originally from Sully: Miracle on the Hudson (2016). The failure mode of MAD-v1 in each example is (a) dialogue leakage, (b) dialogue leakage, (c) dialogue leakage and incorrect ASR, (d) missing words, (e) number spelling and sentence partitioning, (f) missing words.
C. Quantitative Comparison between MAD-v2 vs MAD-v1 on Grounding

We re-purpose the CLIP zero-shot video-language grounding (VLG) performance from [79] as an indicator of dataset quality. In detail, for both MAD-v2 and MAD-v1, we randomly choose a set of 5 movies from the training split, and compute the VLG performance with frozen CLIP visual and textual encoders. The AD textual quality and timestamps are the only factors that differ in this comparison. We use the MAD training split because we did not modify the val/test splits, which are from LSMDC annotations. The code to compute VLG performance is from https://github.com/Soldelli/MAD. The result in Table A.1 shows MAD-v2 annotations also benefit the VLG task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R@50</th>
<th>IoU@0.1</th>
<th>IoU@0.3</th>
<th>IoU@0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAD-v1-Unnamed</td>
<td>32.08</td>
<td>22.85</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAD-v2-Unnamed</td>
<td>33.25</td>
<td>24.22</td>
<td>15.58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1. CLIP zero-shot VLG performance on MAD-v1 and MAD-v2.

D. Additional Implementation Details

Evaluation Metrics. We use the pycocoeval package provided by https://github.com/tylin/coco-caption to compute the ROUGE-L, CIDEr, SPICE and METEOR. The package post-processes both the predicted text and ground-truth text internally to remove the punctuation and make them lowercased. To compute the BertScore, we use the package provided by https://github.com/Tiiiger/bert_score. Note that before computing the BertScore, both the predicted text and the ground-truth text are converted to lowercase without any punctuation, as these are factors that the BertScore is sensitive to.

Alternative approach for vision-language fusion. We investigate an alternative vision & language fusion mechanism whereby the context AD sentence prompts are fed as language features rather than raw text tokens. Empirically, we observe that raw text inputs outperform language features (e.g. 12.6 CIDEr in Table 2 vs. about 8.0 CIDEr when feeding language features).

E. Additional Qualitative Examples

More qualitative examples are shown in Fig. A.4. It shows that our AutoAD model gives reasonable descriptions that fits movie description domain, like the actions (swim, dance), face expression (eyes widen). Note that under the oracle setting, our model is capable to learn the character names (sample a, c, d, f) mainly due to the extra information from the ground-truth context. Our model is still limited in its ability to identify characters accurately, e.g. in sample f, the movie shows Nick and Daisy are dancing. Whereas the oracle prediction describes that Nick and Gatsby are dancing, and the recurrent model simply predicts that a man and woman are dancing. Also the pronouns often appear in the recurrent prediction, such as the word ‘his’ in sample a and b, which shows the model learns the bias of pronouns but cannot recognize characters correctly.

F. Dataset Splits

To clarify the dataset split of the movies in MAD and LSMDC, we list the movie IDs of each split we used (and not used) in this paper. The splits can also be found on our website https://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/autoad/

MAD-v2. It consists of 488 movies and all of them are used for training. We provide the cleaner ADs for these movies using the automated pipeline described above. This set is the same as the training set of movies proposed in MAD [79]. The movie IDs are:

[2723, 2730, 2731, 2735, 2738, 2745, 2750, 2758, 2768, 2778, 2787, 2800, 2801, 2814, 2818, 2854, 2869, 2870, 2873, 2911, 2913, 2928, 2934, 2944, 2948, 2970, 2986, 2992, 2996, 3001, 3014, 3020, 3021, 3023, 3033, 3040, 3049, 3050, 3059, 3060, 3066, 3070, 3103, 3106, 3113, 3114, 3117, 3129, 3138, 3146, 3153, 3160, 3170, 3171, 3209, 3239, 3253, 3276, 3277, 3295, 3314, 3339, 3340, 3354, 3376, 3393, 3401, 3408, 3414, 3417, 3477, 3464, 3480, 3482, 3500, 3509, 3510, 3513, 3521, 3548, 3575, 3590, 3599, 3611, 3625, 3720, 3743, 3759, 3773, 3820, 3834, 3837, 3856, 3905, 3911, 3922, 3977, 4001, 4007, 4010, 4017, 4031, 4043, 4053, 4061, 4071, 4080, 4082, 4143, 4156, 4200, 4204, 4210, 4253, 4266, 4299, 4303, 4305, 4358, 4377, 4378, 4390, 4423, 4434, 4451, 4455, 4460, 4468, 4499, 4528, 4535, 4551, 4576, 4578, 4587, 4596, 4597, 4608, 4611, 4618, 4634, 4635, 4638, 4644, 4664, 4670, 4671, 4684, 4702, 4709, 4719, 4728, 4740, 4741, 4753, 4772, 4778, 4797, 4798, 4813, 4815, 4839, 4880, 4884, 4888, 4901, 4902, 4914, 4925, 4929, 4933, 4936, 4950, 4962, 4970, 4977, 4982, 4992, 5014, 5041, 5055, 5063, 5074, 5093, 5101, 5118, 5139, 5144, 5217, 5236, 5237, 5257, 5259, 5265, 5270, 5283, 5293, 5308, 5335, 5366, 5367, 5369, 5417, 5420, 5432, 5449, 5461, 5469, 5473, 5477, 5494, 5506, 5510, 5511, 5522, 5563, 5565, 5568, 5574, 5575, 5577, 5583, 5594, 5605, 5607, 5634, 5641, 5649,

Context AD: His mind fills with terrifying memories. Harry gasps in agony. The wind sends a flurry of snowflakes in all directions. GT: The snow begins to settle on the towers and turrets of Hogwarts School. Pred-oracle: The snow swirls around the castle. Pred-recurrent: His head is surrounded by swirling snowflakes.

Context AD: Sirius closes the door. A gray sky is reflected in the river. Hogwarts School stands high on the cliffs above. GT: Harry chats with Cho as they walk through the courtyard. Pred-oracle: Hogwarts students stand at the front of the schoolhouse. Pred-recurrent: Students wave their hands in the air.


Context AD: Nick and Daisy smile and Gatsby gestures towards the ballroom. Klipspringer a wild-haired young man with glasses, plays the organ. GT: A photograph of a distinguished old man. Pred-oracle: He looks at a framed photo of a young woman. Pred-recurrent: A photo shows a man in a suit and a woman in a dress.

Figure A.4. Qualitative examples of AutoAD model. We show the ground-truth AD and the AD predictions under both the oracle and recurrent settings. Previous AD context is shown in gray. Samples are taken from *Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix* (2007) and *The Great Gatsby* (2013).

MAD-eval Evaluation Set. It consists of 10 movies, which are obtained by set(MAD val/test) ∩ set(LSMDC val), that excluding LSMDC train movies for the ease of future comparison. The annotations are inherited from the LSMDC dataset, and we use both the named and unnamed version of it, where the named version can be downloaded from the LSMDC website². The movie IDs are:

5677, 5678, 5682, 5685, 5700, 5735, 5737, 5743, 5749, 5752, 5758, 5762, 5792, 5807, 5814, 5818, 5819, 5828, 5852, 5865, 5872, 5873, 5898, 5900, 5913, 5923, 5950, 5958, 6012, 6013, 6022, 6048, 6055, 6057, 6076, 6086, 6090, 6137, 6153, 6154, 6156, 6177, 6186, 6194, 6224, 6232, 6319, 6334, 6394, 6402, 6491, 6521, 6607, 6613, 6617, 6629, 6636, 6655, 6656, 6672, 6685, 6701, 6706, 6741, 6769, 6770, 6775, 6810, 6811, 6816, 6819, 6832, 6833, 6837, 6859, 6868, 6870, 6878, 6890, 6952, 6994, 7001, 7005, 7007, 7026, 7036, 7050, 7055, 7131, 7195, 7196, 7243, 7682, 7882, 8152, 8276, 8295, 8346, 8496, 8578, 8587, 8589, 8593, 8598, 8601, 8608, 8616, 8618, 8637, 8734, 8766, 8767, 8811, 9110, 9277, 9380, 9384, 9386, 9387, 9419, 9421, 9451, 9456, 9600, 9461, 9462, 9481, 9482, 9488, 9502, 9504, 9509, 9510, 9515, 9519, 9526, 9528, 9529, 9535, 9552, 9555, 9575, 9576, 9583, 9595, 9606, 9615, 9617, 9618, 9619, 9620, 9638, 9642, 9644, 9647, 9654, 9659, 9676, 9689, 9719, 9724, 9732, 9733, 9735, 9737, 9738, 9741, 9747, 9750, 9751, 9754, 9756, 9761, 9773, 9774, 9785, 9799, 9846, 9896, 9906, 9920, 9952, 10142, 10149, 10202, 10322, 10527, 10536, 10784, 10813, 10830, 10836, 10861, 10894, 10965, 11003, 11010, 11099, 11129, 11139, 11140, 11143, 11147, 11148, 11154, 11158, 11221, 11345, 11396, 11430, 11438, 11530, 11620, 11727, 11796, 11962, 12010, 12079, 12090, 12125, 12131, 12132, 12144, 12147, 12148, 12186, 12211, 12220, 12222, 12263, 12273, 12294, 12324, 12358, 12504, 12563, 12585, 12618, 12653, 12658, 12743, 12852, 12869, 12906, 12906, 12911, 12923, 12958, 13018, 13027, 13031, 13045, 13140, 13146, 13159, 13165, 13187, 13191, 13201.

²https://sites.google.com/site/describingmovies/download?authuser=0
Unused MAD movies. 151 movies from MAD val/test are not used in either training or testing in our paper. They are the intersection set(MAD val) \ \cap \ \text{set(LSMDC train/test)}. The movie IDs are:

[0001_AmericanBeauty, 0002_AsGoodAsItGets, 0003_CASABLANCA, 0004_Charade, 0005_Chinatown, 0006_Clerks, 0007_DIE_HARD, 0008_Fargo, 0009_ForrestGump, 0010_FrauOhneGewissen, 0011_Gandhi, 0012_GetShorty, 0013_Halloween, 0014_1stDieLeben_nicht_schoen, 0016_BrotherWhereArtThou, 0017_Pianist, 0019_PulpFiction, 0020_RaisingArizona, 0021_ReservoirDogs, 0022_TheButterflyEffect, 0026_TheBigFish, 0027_TheBigLebowski, 0028_TheCryingGame, 0030_TheGraduate, 0031_TheHustler, 0032_ThePrincessBride, 0033_Amadeus, 0038_Psycho, 0401_TheSixthSense, 0403_ThelmaAndLouise, 0406_ChasingAmy, 0409_HannahAndHerSisters, 0500_IndianaJonesAndTheLastCrusade, 0501_MenInBlack, 0503_BendervexefulMitJoeBlack, 0504_Flight, 0505_HarryPotterAndTheHalfBloodPrince, 0507_HowToLoseFriendsAndAlienatePeople, 0509_Juno, 0506_SlumdogMillionaire, 0507_SpiderMan1, 0508_SpiderMan2, 0509_SpiderMan3, 0510_TITANIC, 0511_TheHelp, 0512_TheUnbreakable, 0514_21_Dresses, 0514_BadSanta, 0518_BodyOfLies, 0519_ConfessionsOfAShopaholic, 0520_CrazyStupidLove, 0528_NoReservations, 0531_QueenOfTheHole, 0533_SherlockHolmesAGameOfShadows, 0534_Super8, 0535_TheAdjustmentBureau, 0537_TheCuriousCaseOfBenjaminButton, 0538_TheGreatGatsby, 0539_TheQueen, 0540_TheUglyTruth, 0542_JpInTheAir, 0543_VantagePoint, 0545_AnEducation, 0546_Australia, 0547_Defiance, 0549_GranTorino, 0550_HarryPotterAndTheDeathlyHallowsDiskOne, 0552_HarryPotterAndTheOrderOfThePhoenicum, 0554_HarryPotterAndThePrisonerOfAzkaban, 0555_MarleyAndMe, 0557_SevenPounds, 0558_TheBannedOfUnited, 0559_TheDevilWearsPrada, 0560_YesMan, 0561_HarryPotterAndTheDeathlyHallowsDiskTwo, 0562_TheEarthStoodStill, 0561_IJUMPSTREET, 0562_JohnQMinutesOrLess, 0563_RoyalOldVirgin, 0564_500DaysOfSummer, 0565_AbramLincolnVampireHunter, 0567_AthousandWords, 0568_BadTeacher, 0572_Bruco, 0573_Burlesque, 0574_CaptainAmerica, 0576_ChaingVikings, 0577_Chronicle, 0578_CinderellaMan, 0580_DearJohn, 0582_DinnerForSchmucks, 0583District9, 0584_EasyA, 0585_Flight, 0586_FriendsWithBenefits, 0588_GhostRiderSpiritsOfVengeance, 0589_GrownUps, 0593_Hugo, 0595_INSIDEMAN, 0596_InTime, 0597_IronMan2, 0598_JTSComplicated, 0599_JackAndJulie, 0598_JackAndJill, 0598_JulieAndJulia, 0598_JustGoWithIt, 0598_KarateKid, 0598_KitteyriverpartofMe, 0599_LandOfTheLost, 0599_LarryCronne, 0597_LifeOfPi, 0598_LittleFockers, 0599_MorningGlory, 0599_PattonGlassPenguins, 0599_PatriotismReturns, 0599_StringsAttached, 0599_ParentalGuidance, 0599_PercyJacksonLighteningThief, 0599_Prometheus, 0599_PublicEnemies, 0599_RudeSparks, 0599_Sanctum, 0599_SnowLover, 0599_SorcerersApprentice, 0663_SoulSurfer, 0666_TheAdventuresOfTintin, 0667_ArtOfGettingBy, 0669_TheBountyHunter, 0707_Call, 0707_TheCabinInTheForest, 0707_TheCabinInTheWoods, 0707_TheChateau, 0707_TheGirlWithTheDragonTattoo, 0707_TheHunt, 0707_TheIncredibleJourney, 0707_TheJourney, 0707_TheJury, 0707_TheWatch, 0707_ThinkLikeAMan, 0707_Hkr, 0707_Titanic1, 0707_Titanic2, 0707_TouchMyBody, 0707_Truth, 0707_WBOUGHTAFOO, 0708_WhatIsYourNumber, 0709_WhenFirstClass, 0709_YoungAdult, 0791_Combien, 0792_Soukeppe]